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ABSTRACT
Links and content references form the foundation of the way
that users interact today. Unfortunately, the links used to-
day (URLs) are fragile since they tightly specify a protocol,
host, and filename. Some past efforts have decoupled this
binding to a certain degree; e.g., creating links that bind to
byte-level data. We argue that these systems do not go far
enough. Our key observation is that users really care about
the intent of the referenced link and are relatively agnostic
to the byte-level representation. Based on this observation,
we argue that references should be bound to the underly-
ing information associated with the referenced content. We
call such references Information-Bound References (IBR).
In this paper, we focus on the challenges of creating IBRs
for multimedia data, since these form a dominant fraction of
Internet traffic today. We explore the trade-offs of various
alternatives for generating and using IBRs. We identify that
it is possible to adapt multimedia fingerprinting algorithms
in the literature to generate IBRs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Ar-
chitecture and Design

General Terms
Design

1. INTRODUCTION
Links and content references form the foundation of the

way users interact with the Internet today. Unfortunately, as
past work has noted [17], the links that are in wide use today
(i.e., URLs) are fragile since they tightly specify a specific
protocol, host and file name. Past efforts have made the ob-
servation that users can be agnostic to the protocols, hosts or
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file names involved. Some of these efforts [17] remove the
tight binding of a link to a host and others [29, 28] go fur-
ther and replace the link to protocol, host, and file name with
a binding to the byte-level data. While these solutions take
an important step toward making links more robust allow-
ing users to fetch content from anywhere using any transfer
protocol, we argue that these systems do not go far enough.
The key observation that allows us to push the design space
further is that human users are the actual final consumers of
content. Users are less concerned with the byte level repre-
sentation of data as long as the content retrieved matches the
intentof the referenced link.

Based on this observation, we believe that references should
not be bound to protocols, hosts, file names or underlying
data. Instead they should be bound to the underlyinginfor-
mationassociated with the referenced data. Note that byin-
formation, we are referring to a “perceptual” entity that is in-
variant across different presentation formats, encodings, and
resolutions. Whereas, bydata, we refer to information cou-
pled with a specific presentation instance. We call such ref-
erencesInformation-Bound References (IBR). In this paper,
we focus on the challenges of creating IBRs for multimedia
data since transfers for such data are the largest contributor
to Internet traffic.

IBRs can be a key enabler for both publishers and con-
sumers of multimedia content. In order to accommodate
heterogeneity in user device capabilities today, publishers of
multimedia content need to ensure that they support multi-
ple possible formats and resolutions—a daunting task espe-
cially for user-generated content. Furthermore, multimedia
items are often already available from several locations and
in multiple formats and resolutions. However, in the restric-
tive model of URL based references, consumers have no way
today to leverage this broader availability of content. Con-
sumers are often stuck with formats that are not compati-
ble with their device. Publishers cannot automatically direct
consumers to alternate third-party sources who may have the
appropriate format. Even if content publishers were to in-
tegrate with such third parties (e.g., using P2P CDNs [18]),
there is no way to verify the integrity of content. Using IBRs,
content publishers caneasilyreach a wider target audience
as well as provide high availability and easy integration with
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third party services. Consumers can readily explore differ-
ent variants of content, and choose the most appropriate fit
for their operating constraints.

Two sets of mechanisms are required for enabling IBRs:
(i) those for generating IBRs and (ii) those for resolving
IBRs to find a matching piece of content on some host. IBR
resolution should allow consumers tonegotiate content prop-
ertiesby specifying IBRs along with their constraints (e.g.,
bandwidth or rendering capabilities). It should also allow
content publishers toregistertheir ability to provide content
corresponding to an IBR in some specific format.

The IBRs generated for any piece of information must
meet several key requirements. They must be encoding-,
resolution- and location-independent. To ensure contention-
freeness and stability of IBRs, they must be algorithmically
derived from the content based on the information it carries
(as opposed to, e.g., human-input labels such as “Charlie bit
my finger”). IBRs must be unique in that IBRs for two differ-
ent pieces of content should never match. Finally, it should
not be possible to create content that matches a specific IBR.

Note that these requirements partially match the require-
ments of the cryptographic hashes used by data-centric de-
signs. We draw these parallels intentionally so that IBRs
can support similar integrity and self-certifying properties
as data-oriented designs, but at the information level. We
show that it is possible to adapt the rich work on generating
fingerprints for similarity identification in the context of im-
ages and videos (e.g., [9, 24, 3, 20]) for generating suitable
IBRs.

To summarize, the key contributions of our paper are:
(i) arguing that Web and content links must be information
bound; (ii) outlining the challenges in creating and using
IBRs for multimedia content; (iii) an exploration of the trade-
offs of various alternatives for generating and using IBRs,
and (iv) identifying that it is possible to adapt multimedia
fingerprinting algorithms to generate IBRs.

2. MOTIVATING SCENARIOS
Our goal is to enable content publishers—e.g., users writ-

ing blogs, tweets, social networking posts—toeasilyreach a
wide target audience with diverse operating conditions (e.g.,
network bandwidths and loss rates) and diverse browsing de-
vices, each of which may support a limited collection of file
formats. We begin with two motivating scenarios and high-
light the types of references needed to support them.

Multimedia in blogs and social media: There is a signifi-
cant amount of user-generated content today in blogs, social
networking posts, Twitter feeds, and community portals like
Digg. A large fraction of this content either links to or em-
beds multimedia information.

When blog authors create multimedia content, they post
them to a hosting site (e.g., bing.com/video) and provide
a URL to the content (e.g. http://bing.com/VidHigh.flv).
Unfortunately, most popular hosting sites don’t support all
file formats (e.g., bing.com/video is not iPhone friendly) and

most offer content in a limited number of resolutions (typ-
ically 1 or 2). As shown in Figure 1, altruistic users may
generate alternate versions of the content and post other res-
olutions (e.g. http://bing.com/VidLow.flv), or other formats
(e.g., http://iphonefriendly.com/VidLow.mpg). For exam-
ple, comments on sites like Digg and Slashdot often provide
alternative links when the original source is inaccessible due
to format issues or overload.

However, this poses a few challenges: (1) Consumers have
to manually sift through comments to find the appropriate
content link; (2) User comments may not be informative–
e.g., a consumer cannot immediately tell if a low-res version
is also iPhone friendly; and (3) Consumers have no way to
check the validity of third party links and these links may
lead to malicious content. Because of these issues, many
users (especially those on their mobile devices) cannot ac-
cess the video on their “first click” and simply move on.

Crowdsourcing for situational awareness: Community
portals such as Ushahidi [2] allow users in crisis-affected
places to generate image and video feeds to provide situa-
tional awareness [25, 5]. While such portals are immensely
valuable, Fall et al [14] point out two key limitations: (1)
users may not have uninterrupted Internet access, and (2) the
network quality or bandwidth availability may be variable.

In these settings, users are often willing to contribute their
own resources (e.g., laptops) to store and host content that
can be viewed by others. Unfortunately, consumers of con-
tent are faced with a few challenges in making use of these
resources. First, users may not trust third party sources of
content. Second, users may need content in a format or fi-
delity different from that available at a specific peer.

In both scenarios, we want to lighten the burden of en-
suring ease of access. We also want to provide mechanisms
so that publishers and consumers can seamlessly integrate
third-parties without worrying that their intent is being mis-
represented. To this end, we need content links that can:
1) decouple content delivery from specific hosting services
and support alternative transport techniques (e.g., DTN [11],
P2P), (2) support the ability to reference content at different
fidelities in a consistent way, and (3) provide a way tobind
the publisher’s intent to the content so that users can verify
that the content has not been modified.

We envision a system (see Figure 1) in which to add a
post to a blog or social networking site, a publisher creates
an IBR for the content. Blog posts use URLs like IBR://12-
27918-9274 instead of http://bing.com/VidHigh.flv. Pub-
lishers and hosting services can advertise IBRs that they can
deliver in a presentation format.

When consumers want to access the content, they use the
IBR as a handle to aninformation resolutionservice. This
maps the IBR to suitable network locations and encodings.
Thus, it can integrate third-parties; e.g., an iPhone-friendly
service, and it allows users to choose suitable locations (e.g.,
nearby caches). User applications can thenverify that the
rendering matches the IBR given by the publisher.
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Content Publisher <video>  
 <IBR = “12-27918-9274”> 
New video! 
</video>   

Cache 

iPhone 
Friendly 
site 

IBR-resolution 

IB
R =

 “1
2-

27
91

8-
92

74
” 

IBR = “12-27918-9274” 

Vid_High.flv “12-27918-9274”  
Vid_Low.flv  “12-27918-9274”  

Vid_High.flv 

Vid_High.flv 

Vid_Low.mpg 

Vid_low.flv 

Figure 1: Example of how Information-Bound references
can enable high availability, integrate third-party ser-
vices, and provide dynamic adaptation

3. SOME OPTIONS
We now argue that a new approach is needed to provide

IBRs. We describe a variety of existing approaches both to
providing references and to hosting content, and argue how
they fail to support the above scenarios. For simplicity, we
focus on the first scenario.

Existing URLs + Hosting-side solutions: Several host-
ing services such as Hulu, NetFlix and YouTube are mov-
ing toward automatically tailoring the format and bitrate,
depending on the user’s device and bandwidth capabilities.
YouTube already allows users to play a video in a few differ-
ent resolutions and formats. Technologies such as SmoothHD
are being use to enable smooth adaptation of streaming rates.
New standards (e.g., HTML5) are being proposed to sim-
plify content negotiation between hosting sites and client
browsers to determine the right type of content to serve (i.e.,
both the encoding format and the bitrate). These approaches
are insufficient on at least two fronts: First, they constrain
consumers to specific formats and resolutions, i.e., those
supported at the hosting service. Second, they cannot eas-
ily accommodate third parties. For instance, a hosting site
may want to downgrade the resolution of a video due to
bandwidth limitations, but a consumer may be able to ob-
tain a higher quality version of the media from a different
source and potentially in a different format (similar to the
first example in Section 2). These approaches do not allow
consumers to identify and use such alternative sources.

Data-centric and semantic-free referencing:Data-centric
architectures use a cryptographic hash of the data of an ob-
ject as the reference [29, 28], and a resolution system (e.g.,
DHTs [27]) to locate suitable sources for the object. Being
intrinsically boundto the data object, the hash also ensures
integrity: a third-party user cannot create another object that
maps to the same hash value. Also, the hashes can be gener-
ated and verified in a decentralized fashion.

Because the cryptographic algorithms operate at the byte-
level, references for different formats of the same informa-
tion will be different. Thus, data-centric approaches allow
integration of third parties in the-user generated content ex-
ample, but only to a limited extent.

Requirement URLs Strings Data IBR
+ Search Centric

Location-independence No No Yes Yes
Encoding-invariance Limited Yes No Yes
Intrinsic binding Limited No Limited Yes
Decentralized operation No No Yes Yes

Table 1: Qualitative comparison of different proposals to
support increased availability, dynamic adaptation, and
the ability to integrate third-party services

The SFR system [17] has similar goals to our work. In
SFR, the reference to an object is free from semantics of
the domain, provider, or organization where the object is lo-
cated (e.g., SFRs are of the form http://0xab329f/Vid.avi).
Unfortunately, these URLs are not encoding-invariant and
are, thus, unsuitable for the scenarios we target.

String-based references + Search:Several proposals have
made a case for “intuitive” references to better capture pub-
lisher and consumer intent [6, 10, 30]. These depend on
an indirection infrastructure to map these high-level tags to
network locations using search engines or other resolution
systems. For example, the content publisher would provide
hints to express her intent (e.g.,Star Wars Trailer) and the
infrastructure (e.g., Google) would map it into a video file
meeting the intent. These approaches delay the binding be-
tween the publishers’ intent and the specific location or for-
mats. They enable consumers to download content from any
source and in any format. Unfortunately, using human read-
able names can lead tocontention[17] and requires users
to agree to a uniform naming convention and/or hierarchy.
Further, publishers and consumers are now required to im-
plicitly trust the search infrastructure to satisfy their intent.

4. INFORMATION-BOUND REFERENCES
We formally specify four requirements for IBRs:

• Location independence:IBRs should enable anyone to
serve the content pointed by the reference on behalf of
the content publisher.

• Encoding invariance: The same content in any format,
encoding, or resolution should have the same IBR.

• Intrinsic binding: IBRs should beunique; different pieces
of content should have the same IBR. IBR generation
should be one-way; it should be hard to generate fake
content with a particular IBR.

• Decentralized operation:Generating and verifying such
references should have little or no dependence on a cen-
tral authority.

As Table 1 shows, prior proposals fail to meet one or
more of these requirements. We also saw from these prior
designs that references that are generated manually lead to
contention and cannot be verified in a decentralized envi-
ronment. Analogous to data-centric references that use a
cryptographic hash derived from a data object, IBRs must
bealgorithmicallyderived from the underlying information
contained in content. In the next section, we examine possi-
ble algorithms for generating IBRs for multimedia content.
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Figure 2: Hamming distances of image IBRs

5. ALGORITHMS FOR IBR
Multimedia fingerprinting is used in a variety of appli-

cations today such as duplicate detection (e.g., [24]), find-
ing copyright violations (e.g., [13]), and song identification.
Such fingerprinting algorithms, when designed carefully, are
largely invariant across common transformations (e.g., rescal-
ing, changing formats, changing bitrate etc.). This property
allows them to be used as IBRs.

We now describe how we can extend state-of-the-art fin-
gerprinting algorithms for generating IBRs.

Images: There are three classes of image fingerprints:
1. Algorithms that leverage spatial structure (e.g.,Gist [20])

to mimic how the human eye recognizes objects.
2. Using color distributions (e.g., [19]) that look at the dis-

tribution of R, G, and B values in an image.
3. Frequency domain analysis (e.g., [9, 3]) via Fourier or

Discrete Cosine (DCT) transforms.

However, we found that the first two classes of algorithms
are too coarse-grained and are subject to simple pollution at-
tacks. For example, the spatial techniques do not distinguish
grayscale and color versions; a white-black strip will have
the same color distribution as an image with an equal num-
ber of black and white dots. The frequency domain tech-
niques are more robust to such pollution attacks. As a start-
ing point, we use the 64-bit fingerprint proposed by Coskun
and Sankur [9] as ourImgIBR. (The high-level idea is to
extract the first 64 DCT components and quantize these to
0/1 if they are higher/lower than their median.)

Figure 2 compares Hamming distance betweenImgIBRs
for transformed versions of the same image and between
ImgIBRs for distinct images from a large image dataset [1].
The result highlights three key properties. First, the finger-
prints are very similar (i.e., low Hamming distance) across
transformations meaning that they provideencoding invari-
ance. Second, they are dissimilar (i.e., high Hamming dis-
tance) for distinct images and, thus, provide the uniqueness
part of intrinsic binding. Third, the Hamming distance be-
tween fingerprints are non-zero for some transformations. In
other words, the IBRs generated across different transforma-
tions, while being very similar, arenot exact matches. This
becomes critical in using the IBRs in practice. We discuss
the implications in the next section.

However, we do need to pick a suitable Hamming distance
threshold to balance false positives (i.e., giving two differ-
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Figure 3: Distribution of match ratio (time/# chunks)
w.r.t transformed versions of the video

ent images the same IBR) vs. false negative rate (i.e., giving
transformed versions of the same image different IBRs). For
example, with a threshold distance of11, we can ensure zero
false positives and a 0.4% false negative rate. While this
threshold is suitable for most common transformations, the
robustness of such fingerprints to sophisticatedadversaries
trying to create bogus content with a specific IBR is an open
question. We revisit this issue in Section 7.

Videos: A video can essentially be viewed as a sequence
of images orframes. A simple idea is to concatenate the
ImgIBRs for each frame and use it as theVidIBR. This
can make theVidIBRs pretty large and also expensive to
generate/verify.

A more efficient alternative is to choose distinct frames,
logically chunkthe video and then use the image IBRs of the
boundary frames. That is, ifVideo = C1|| . . . ||Cn, we com-
puteVidIBR(Ci) = ImgIBR((C start

i ))||ImgIBR((C end
i )),

whereC denotes a chunk,start , end refer to the first and last
frames in a chunk, and|| denotes concatenation.

Analogous to proposals for robust data-aware chunking [15,
23], we want the chunk boundaries to be derived from the
underlying content, rather than imposing artificial bound-
aries (e.g., bytes or time durations). This will be robust to
time-shifts (e.g., credits missing) and minor edits. Again,
there is a rich literature on scene detection [8] we can use.
These identifykeyframeswhere the scene changes substan-
tially; for example, measured in terms of signal energy or
the color histogram [16].

We use a controlled dataset of 50 videos (trailers from
YouTube) and apply two transforms: changing format and
bitrate. For each video, we measure thematch ratioin terms
of the number of chunks and total duration of match between
the source and transformed version in Figure 3. We see that
format changes have minimal impact; the match rate is≥
95% for more than95% of the videos, both in terms of time
and number of chunks. Similarly, in Figure 3(b), the match
rates exceed 80% (time and # chunks) for more than 80% of
the videos with the bitrate transform. (There were no false
positives).

Audio: There are similar techniques for creating IBRs for
audio content [21]. We omit them for brevity.

In the next two sections, we show how to use the above
IBRs in practice and also highlight the main challenges in-
volved.
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6. IBR RESOLUTION
The previous section discussed algorithms for generating

IBRs. To use IBRs in practice, we need an effectivereso-
lution servicethat can map the IBR given by a content pub-
lisher to specific network locations that have the desired con-
tent in a given format.

We foresee at least two key challenges in building such a
resolution service: (1) embedding content-negotiation capa-
bilities into the resolution service to allow consumers to opti-
mally satisfy their requirements and (2) developing efficient
algorithms and system designs that can naturally accommo-
date the fuzzy nature of IBRs. Thus, resolution must employ
more complicated mechanisms than exact string matching
schemes that are a common choice in other service of simi-
lar kind (e.g., DNS).

We now describe two possible resolution alternatives. The
first solution depends on a logically centralized indirection
service and it is explicitly designed to be backwards com-
patible with existing HTML/HTTP standards. Thus, it can
enable publishers and consumers, such as those in the first
scenario in Section 2, to immediately benefit from the power
of IBRs. The latter is more suited for more challenged envi-
ronments, where intermittent network access to such a ser-
vice may not be available.

A URL redirection service: This provides the IBR as a
link to a redirection service (see Figure 4). That is, the pub-
lisher embeds the multimedia content by providing a link
to www.ibr resolver.com/12-27918; uploads the video to a
hosting service (e.g., www.bing.com/newvideo) and adds a
mapping between IBR =12 − 27918 and the hosting site at
www.ibr resolver.com. Other users can then augment the
mapping for this IBR (e.g., providing an iPhone friendly ver-
sion at iphone.dailymotion.com/altvideo by adding an entry
at www.ibr resolver.com. In addition to mapping the IBR to
a location, the users specify the presentation attributes such
as format and bitrate to enable content consumers to select
an appropriate alternative.

For the content negotiation step, we envision two alter-
natives. First, consumer applications can explicitly provide
their requirements; that is, the browser or a browser plugin
will specify the desired bitrate and supported formats. For
example, a laptop’s browser plugin would send its capability
information along with the request to www.ibrresolver.com.
Alternatively, to support legacy clients, the service can auto-
matically decide suitable presentation formats, e.g., by look-
ing at user agent in the HTTP requests. For example, it can
use the browser string to infer that the request is from an
iPhone and thus redirect it to the iPhone-friendly site. Such
URL redirection services are commonly used in blogs and
Twitter feeds, albeit for URL-shortening (e.g., tinyurl.com,
bit.ly). They already handle large request rates (≈ 2-3 bil-
lion queries per month) and so we believe scalability will not
be an issue. Optionally, the redirection service can return a
set of potential matches so that users can choose what they

<a href=“http://ibr_resolver.com/12-27918”> �
New video! </a>  �

1. Publish content to blog 

ibr_resolver.com 

3. Create mapping at ibr_resolver.com 

2. Upload video 

IBR = 12-27918 �
URL = www.bing.com/newvideo �
Attributes = SilverLight, 1Mbps�

4. User uploads  
transcoded video 

5. New mapping 

IBR = 12-27916 �
URL = iphone.dailymotion.com/ 
alt_video �
Attributes = MPG, 200Kbps�

a. Visits blog  
b. Goto ibr_resolver.com/12-27918 
c. Get  bing.com/newvideo 

a. Visits blog  
b. Goto ibr_resolver.com/12-27918 
c. Get iphone.dailymotion.com/alt_video 

Figure 4: Example showing how a URL redirection ser-
vice can resolve IBR to actual network locations

perceive to be the best fit; e.g., they can choose preferred
hosting providers.

As we saw in the previous section, the IBRs generated
across different encodings might differ slightly. For exam-
ple, in Figure 4, the IBR for the iPhone-friendly version is
12 − 27916, whereas the original IBR in the blog entry was
12 − 27918. A simple exact-match interface would not suf-
fice for this resolution service. However, we believe that
techniques such as locality sensitive hashing [12] can be
used to build the mapping system at the resolution service.
In addition, we can leverage traditional database capabilities
to provide the range-query like functionality needed to sup-
port content negotiation and specify constraints on the pre-
sentation attributes (e.g., to specify encoding rate< 400 Kbps).

A decentralized lookup service: In scenarios such as the
situational awareness application from Section 2, intermit-
tent connectivity may make such a URL redirection service
inaccessible. In this case, we can extend techniques for DHT-
based publish-subscribe systems [22, 28] to find nearby or
suitable peers that have content with a specific IBR. Because
IBRs may differ slightly across encodings, we need to ex-
tend such DHT-architectures to exploit locality in the IBR
space [4, 26, 7].

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we made a case for Information-Bound Ref-

erences (IBRs) to support easy multimedia dissemination
and access. We presented compelling examples of scenarios
where such references make multimedia access remarkably
more flexible than the existing URL-based approaches. We
also argued why other strawman schemes, such as data cen-
tric references, fail to benefit these scenarios. We argued that
it may be possible to leverage algorithms from multimedia
fingerprinting as the basis for IBRs.

We conclude the paper by describing additional interest-
ing advantages that using IBRs offers. We also highlight key
challenges pertaining to IBRs that need to be addressed in
the near future.
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7.1 Opportunities

Supporting evolution in media formats: Media formats
continue to evolve over time, both as a result of the devel-
opment of more efficient encoding/compression algorithms
and as the need for higher fidelity formats arise with better
rendering technology. With today’s URLs, a publisher wish-
ing to upgrade old multimedia content to new formats would
be forced to sift through all previously published web pages
that contain references to a given multimedia content, and
either modify the reference therein, or add new references.
Using IBR, publishers have a much simpler task–they add a
new mapping at the resolution service.

Video caching: IBRs can be employed in designing inter-
esting new multimedia caches. In traditional Web or P2P
caches, the requested URL or content hash is used as a han-
dle to identify if an item is available in cache. Similarly,
the IBR requested by a consumer can be employed to iden-
tify if alternate versions of a media file are available lo-
cally. Based on knowledge of the encoding and resolution
that the consumer is willing to accept (this can be derived
from browser strings or the consumer can explicitly provide
these parameters), the cache can serve the most optimally-
suited version. Since these caches exploit similarities across
formats, they can be more effective at reducing network load
from repetitive transmissions than traditional URL- or data-
centric caches.

7.2 Challenges

Content pollution: Designing IBR generation algorithms
that are one-way and, thus, robust to adversarial attacks (e.g.,
trying to create inappropriate content that will have a specific
IBR that matches some popular content) is an open question.
Until such algorithms are developed, we can rely on out-
of-band mechanisms to offer enhanced integrity guarantees.
For instance, a consumer can simply trust only IBRs from
well-known providers, peers or hosting sites. More gener-
ally, we could also leverage a trusted third party to attest to
the binding between content in a given format and its IBR;
subsequently we only need a cryptographic hash to ensure
information integrity. Finally, even if we do not trust the
sources, we can use reputation systems like Credence [31] to
enhance the integrity guarantees obtained from using IBRs.

Handling evolution in IBR algorithms: Multimedia fin-
gerprinting is an active area of research today. It is likely
that the algorithms used to generate IBRs will change over
time. To support this, one option is to add versioning and
algorithm information to the metadata along with the IBR
stored at the resolution service. This would make it possi-
ble to support multiple fingerprinting techniques. However,
there are some open questions to consider, such as: How and
when are new IBRs computed? To what degree should the
system support translation between names? What if videos
needs to be re-chunked for the new algorithms? We leave an
exploration of this important issue for future work.
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